can you find these words, names and phrases...

ALAN BRECK STEWART
COLIN CAMPBELL
DUNCAN DHU MACLAREN
ESSENDEAN
HAWES INN
JACOBITE
KIDNAPPED
RED FOX
SOUTH QUEENSFERRY

APPIN MURDER
DAVID BALFOUR
EDINBURGH
GLENURE
HOUSE OF SHAWS
JAMES STEWART
MR RANKEILLOR
R L STEVENSON
UNCLE EBENEZER
To play “kidnapped Sudoku” you’ll need to cut out these 81 Kidnapped Character Tiles.

Each Kidnapped Sudoku Puzzle has a list at the bottom that tells you exactly how many of these tiles are needed to complete that puzzle.

Check the website for more puzzles!
Kidnapped Sudoku #1 (easy)

For this puzzle you need the following tiles from the Kidnapped Sudoku Tile Sheet:

- x4
- x5
- x6
- x7

Place these missing tiles so that Robert Louis Stevenson can only see one of each type in each row, column, and 3x3 block.
Kidnapped Sudoku #2 (tricky)

For this puzzle you need the following tiles from the Kidnapped Sudoku Tile Sheet:

- x5
- x6
- x9
- x8
- x6

Place these missing tiles so that Robert Louis Stevenson can only see one of each type in each row, column, and 3x3 block.